
Patent Assignment

_______________, referred to as INVENTOR, and ________________, referred to as
PURCHASER, in consideration of $_______________ (_____________________ &___/100
dollars) agree:

INVENTOR assigns to PURCHASER, and their heirs and assigns, all rights related to U.S. Patent
Serial No._____________________, for an invention described as
________________________________, including rights to apply for a patent or to practice the
invention worldwide.

INVENTOR warrants that the title to the patent is free and clear and that INVENTOR is not aware
of any adverse claims thereto and shall defend the patent at its expense.

1. Notices.

Any notice required by this Agreement or given in connection with it, shall be in writing and shall be
given to the appropriate party by personal delivery or a recognized over night delivery service such
as FedEx.

If to Purchaser: _____________________________________________________.

If to Inventor: ___________________________________________________.

2. No Waiver.

The waiver or failure of either party to exercise in any respect any right provided in this agreement
shall not be deemed a waiver of any other right or remedy to which the party may be entitled.

3. Entirety of Agreement.

The terms and conditions set forth herein constitute the entire agreement between the parties and
supersede any communications or previous agreements with respect to the subject matter of this
Agreement. There are no written or oral understandings directly or indirectly related to this
Agreement that are not set forth herein. No change can be made to this Agreement other than in
writing and signed by both parties.

4. Governing Law.

This Agreement shall be construed and enforced according to the laws of the State of
____________________ and any dispute under this Agreement must be brought in this venue and
no other.

5. Headings in this Agreement

The headings in this Agreement are for convenience only, confirm no rights or obligations in either
party, and do not alter any terms of this Agreement.

6. Severability.

If any term of this Agreement is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or



unenforceable, then this Agreement, including all of the remaining terms, will remain in full force
and effect as if such invalid or unenforceable term had never been included.

In Witness whereof, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first written above.

_________________________ _______________________
Inventor Purchaser

___________________
Date

__________________________
Witness



Patent Assignment
Review List

This review list is provided to inform you about this document in question and assist you in its
preparation. This Patent Assignment can be used and revised for an assignment of any intellectual
property rights. This agreement provides for an outright purchase. This is much less subject to
dispute than royalty or installment purchases, which often wind up in dispute and litigation. This is
a clean-cut agreement subject to virtually no dispute. We strongly recommend you use it on both
sides of the transaction.

1. Make multiple copies. Keep copies in the appropriate related files.


